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Provision of Draft Technical Specification for 
Utility Track Vehicle (4-Wheeler) for B.G. 
(1676mm). (Specification No. TM/HM/UTV/ 
381Rev. 01- 2016)  as up-loaded on 02.09.2016 

Comments of M/s 
Phooltas Transrail 
Limited (Dated 
01.01.2017) 

RDSO Remarks on the 
self review and on 
Firm’s comments on 
uploaded specification 

Modified Draft Technical Specification for Utility 
Track Vehicle (4-Wheeler) for B.G. (1676mm).  
(Specification No. TM/HM/UTV/ 381Rev. 01- 
2016) as up-loaded on 02.09.2016 after 
incorporating accepted comments. 

1.  1.1 After completion of track renewal works and other 
similar works, a lot of materials including sleepers 
and rails, etc. remain in at the work area. It is 
desirable to remove all surplus and leftover 
materials from site as early as possible. A self 
propelled machine with a small crane facility is 
required to carry out this job. It would be desirable 
that the equipment is self-propelled and capable 
of pulling one fully loaded wagon with gross load 
of 90 MT (air braked) attached to it to pick up 
materials like rails and sleepers with the help of a 
crane. This specification has been framed to 
reflect the technical performance and quality 
requirements of the machine, hereinafter called 
UTILITY VEHICLE (UTV) Machine. 

Since crane have been 
changed and thus this 
no longer small crane, 
this may kindly be 
corrected. 

Comment accepted and 
the clause modified 
accordingly. 

After completion of track renewal works and other 
similar works, a lot of materials including sleepers 
and rails, etc. remain in at the work area. It is 
desirable to remove all surplus and leftover 
materials from site as early as possible. A self 
propelled machine with a small crane facility is 
required to carry out this job. It would be desirable 
that the equipment is self-propelled and capable of 
pulling one fully loaded wagon with gross load of 90 
MT (air braked) attached to it to pick up materials 
like rails and sleepers with the help of a crane. This 
specification has been framed to reflect the 
technical performance and quality requirements of 
the machine, hereinafter called UTILITY VEHICLE 
(UTV) Machine. 

2.  2.12 It shall be capable of negotiating curves up to 10
o
 

curvature (176 m radius), super elevation up to 
185 mm and gradients up to 3% in travel mode.  
The supplier shall specify the minimum attainable 
speed under the above limiting conditions, which 
in any case should not be less than 40 Kmph. 

We understand that 
the vehicle should be 
able to negotiate 3% 
grade at a speed of 40 
kmph without trailing 
load. Please confirm. 

Comment accepted and 
the clause is modified 
accordingly.  

It shall be capable of negotiating curves up to 10
o
 

curvature (176 m radius), super elevation up to 185 
mm and gradients up to 3% in travel mode.  The 
supplier shall specify the minimum attainable speed 
by the machine (without trailing load) under the 
above limiting conditions, which in any case should 
not be less than 40 Kmph. 

3.  2.14 It shall be capable of hauling one or more empty 
/loaded wagon or 8 wheeler camping coach and 
empty wagon (trailing load of 90 M.T) at a speed 
not less than 30  50 kmph. It should be able to 
negotiate steepest gradient of 1 in 33 prevailing 
on Indian Railways. During transfer from one 
station to another (self propelled travel mode 
without trailing load), it shall be capable of 
travelling on its own speed at 80 kmph. It should 
be capable of being hauled in train formation as 
last vehicle at a speed not less than 80 kmph. 
During towing of the machine (UTV) simple 
neutral position of gears should be sufficient, no 
opening of cordon shaft etc should be required. 

We propose that the 
speed on plain track 
with trailing load 
should be 70 km in 
place of 50 km. 

Minimum speed is 
specified here. However 
manufacturer may offer 
higher speed subject to 
observance of other 
clauses related to 
negotiability, 
requirement in IRSOD 
etc. as specified else in 
this specification. Thus 
this clause needs no 
change. 

No change. 



4.  4.5 There should be a proper seat on the loading 
platform for seating of the crane operator. The 
crane operator’s seat should be ergonomically 
designed in such a manner that operation of all 
levers of crane is comfortably possible in seated 
condition. A good quality, light weight 
foldable/detachable shelter/cover shall be 
provided over crane operator’s seat to protect him 
from rains and sun. In addition to crane operator’s 
seat, there should be provision of providing 
collapsible/detachable good quality durable sitting 
arrangement with top shed for 4 persons. The 
seat should be suitably positioned on the platform 
so that it doesn’t infringe crane 
working/maintenance operation. 

The collapsible shed 
will affect the visibility 
while driving in reverse 
direction. This may 
kindly be deleted. 

Comment accepted and 
the clause is modified 
accordingly.  

There should be a proper seat on the loading 
platform for seating of the crane operator. The 
crane operator’s seat should be ergonomically 
designed in such a manner that operation of all 
levers of crane is comfortably possible in seated 
condition. A good quality, light weight 
foldable/detachable shelter/cover shall be provided 
over crane operator’s seat to protect him from rains 
and sun. In addition to crane operator’s seat, there 
should be provision of providing 
collapsible/detachable good quality durable sitting 
arrangement with top shed for 4 persons. The seat 
should be suitably positioned on the platform so 
that it doesn’t infringe crane working/maintenance 
operation and visibility of operator during movement 
in opposite direction. 

5.  5.13 The engine should have Electronic Control 
Module (ECM) or similar arrangement for taking 
out operating parameters on real time basis such 
as RPM, load, fuel consumption, temperature, 
pressure maintenance and diagnostic data as well 
as trip and historical data. These data should be 
displayable on a panel provided in operator’s 
cabin. It should also be possible to transfer these 
data on USB device. 

The present used 
engine is not ECU 
fitted and the engine 
manufacturer has also 
confirmed that this 
feature is not possible 
in these engines, thus 
this clause may kindly 
be amended suitably. 

It is decided to have 
ECM in the engines of 
all Track Machines. This 
clause needs no 
change. However a 
minor modification in the 
clause is done. 

The engine should have Electronic Control Module 
(ECM) or similar arrangement for taking out 
operating parameters on real time basis such as 
RPM, load, fuel consumption, temperature, 
pressure maintenance and diagnostic data as well 
as trip and historical data. These data should be 
displayable on a panel/PC to be provided in 
operator’s cabin. It should also be possible to 
transfer these data on USB device. 

6.  5.14 In order to adhere to pollution Control norms, the 
diesel engine should be electronically controlled 
emmissionized engine with minimum compliance 
of tier 2 stage. 

The present engine 
being used in UTV 
does not meet with tier 
2 emission norms. The 
engine used in the 
UTV is robust and well 
proven. Thus this 
clause may kindly be 
amended suitably. 

It is decided to have 
emmissionized engines 
in all Track Machines. 
This clause needs no 
change. 

No change. 



7.  9.4 There should be provision of emergency brake 
application in the machine, either travelling alone 
or coupled with the 8-wheeler camping camp 
coach or loaded wagon, in addition to the normal 
braking system of the machine using the 
compressed air. The emergency braking distance 
(EBD) of the machine on the Indian railway track 
at the maximum designed speed on a level track 
shall not be more than 600m. In this regard 
necessary design calculations for the braking 
effort and EBD at the maximum design speed of 
the machine on level track & at falling grade of 1 
in 33 should be provided by the supplier. Brake 
design details are to be submitted as per 
annexure V. 

Please confirm EBD of 
600 m is applicable if 
brake is applied on 
Utility Track 
Vehicle/trailing load. 

Comment accepted and 
the clause is modified 
accordingly.  

There should be provision of emergency brake 
application in the machine, either travelling alone or 
coupled with the 8-wheeler camping camp coach or 
loaded wagon, in addition to the normal braking 
system of the machine using the compressed air. 
The emergency braking distance (EBD) of the 
machine (with braked trailing load of 90 t) on the 
Indian railway track at the maximum designed 
speed on a level track shall not be more than 600m. 
In this regard necessary design calculations for the 
braking effort and EBD at the maximum design 
speed of the machine on level track & at falling 
grade of 1 in 33 should be provided by the supplier. 
Brake design details are to be submitted as per 
annexure V. 

8.  10.1 The UTV shall be provided with dual tone (low 
tone & high tone) electric/pneumatic 
horns/hooters facing outwards at each end of the 
UTV at suitable locations for use during travelling 
to warn the workmen of any impending danger at 
the work spot or from oncoming train. Control 
shall be provided in close proximity to the driver 
permitting the driver to operate either horn 
individually or both horns simultaneously. The 
horns shall be distinctly audible from a distance of 
at-least 400 m from the machine and shall 
produce sound of  120-125 dB at a distance of 5 
meter from horn (source of sound). The higher 
tone horn shall have fundamental frequency of 
370 ±15 hertz. These electric horns/hooters shall 
be operated by means of push buttons provided in 
the cabins. Adequate numbers of safety stop 
switches should be provided all around so that in 
case of any danger to worker during working, the 
working can be stopped immediately. 

Please confirm how 
many safety switches 
is to be installed. 

Comment accepted and 
no. of safety switches 
has been specified in 
modified clause. 

The UTV shall be provided with dual tone (low tone 
& high tone) electric/pneumatic horns/hooters 
facing outwards at each end of the UTV at suitable 
locations for use during travelling to warn the 
workmen of any impending danger at the work spot 
or from oncoming train. Control shall be provided in 
close proximity to the driver permitting the driver to 
operate either horn individually or both horns 
simultaneously. The horns shall be distinctly audible 
from a distance of at-least 400 m from the machine 
and shall produce sound of  120-125 dB at a 
distance of 5 meter from horn (source of sound). 
The higher tone horn shall have fundamental 
frequency of 370 ±15 hertz. These electric 
horns/hooters shall be operated by means of push 
buttons provided in the cabins. Adequate Minimum 
two nos. safety switches in front on both side and 
two nos. in rear on both side numbers of safety stop 
switches should be provided all around so that in 
case of any danger to worker during working, the 
working can be stopped immediately. 



9.  10.5 The UTV shall be provided with emergency 
backup system to wind up the crane/out riggers 
etc. in the event of failure of prime mover or power 
transmission system of the machine. The 
emergency backup system should be able to be 
operated manually also. 

We are offering a 
battery operated 
hydraulic emergency 
backup. Thus manual 
hydraulic emergency 
backup should not be 
mandatory, please 
amend this clause 
suitably. 

The battery operated 
backup system is 
accepted. However the 
provision of manual 
operation will make this 
system effective in worst 
case also. This clause 
needs no change. 

No change. 

10.  11.1 The machine shall be fitted with hooks and buffers 
of IRS design on both ends for coupling it with 
trailing wagons, coach & locomotives. provided 
with CBC/screw coupling. As per IR schedule of 
dimensions, the maximum and minimum height of 
the buffer centre from rail level is 1105 mm and 
1030 mm respectively. 

Hooks and buffers, it is 
requested to delete the 
screw coupling with 
buffer. Please amend 
suitably. 

Comment accepted and 
the clause is modified 
accordingly.  

The machine shall be fitted with hooks and buffers 
of IRS design on both ends for coupling it with 
trailing wagons, coach & locomotives provided with 
CBC/screw coupling. As per IR schedule of 
dimensions, the maximum and minimum height of 
the buffer centre from rail level is 1105 mm and 
1030 mm respectively. 

11.  13.1 The chassis shall be fabricated from standard 
welded steel sections and of steel sheets, so as to 
permit transportation of the UTV in train formation 
as the last vehicle, without endangering safety of 
the train. The under frame shall be constructed 
with rolled steel section and/ or plates shall be 
designed to withstand a maximum static squeeze 
test load test of 200 102 t i.e., 51 t at each buffing 
point without any permanent distortion. The under 
frame shall be sufficiently robust for safe travel of 
the machine in train formation and not necessarily 
as the last vehicle. 

Please clarify that 
squeeze test will be 
necessarily conducted 
for all new suppliers of 
UTV. 

The manufacturer has to 
clarify that the machine 
meets the squeezing 
load capacity. As for all 
other clauses, Railways 
may decide to check if 
required. 

No change. 

 


